
Q1 Name
Answered: 24 Skipped: 0

# Responses Date

1 chris mark 3/28/2016 8:55 AM

2 Hari 3/16/2016 7:25 PM

3 Michael Barker 3/13/2016 8:23 AM

4 Moana-Jane Scott 3/10/2016 2:37 PM

5 John Bryant 3/10/2016 6:37 AM

6 Rod Salt 3/9/2016 4:07 PM

7 Craig Jamieson 3/9/2016 1:44 PM

8 Dion Williams 3/9/2016 1:34 PM

9 Biddy Wilson 3/9/2016 11:51 AM

10 Bernard Delaney 3/9/2016 9:59 AM

11 Michael trembath 3/9/2016 9:43 AM

12 Brad shanks 3/9/2016 7:17 AM

13 Ossian woods 3/9/2016 7:14 AM

14 James Laver 3/9/2016 5:26 AM

15 Cameron walker 3/8/2016 7:37 PM

16 Michael Smith 3/8/2016 6:22 PM

17 Ashley 3/8/2016 5:27 PM

18 Nick Slattery 3/8/2016 5:17 PM

19 Peter stevenson 3/8/2016 4:46 PM

20 Tim Burgess 3/8/2016 4:35 PM

21 Dylan Turner 3/8/2016 3:39 PM

22 Shane Burke 3/8/2016 3:37 PM

23 Jake 3/8/2016 3:13 PM

24 Ben Challis 3/8/2016 3:12 PM
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Q2 Club
Answered: 24 Skipped: 0

# Responses Date

1 maranui 3/28/2016 8:55 AM

2 Maranui 3/16/2016 7:25 PM

3 Bethells 3/13/2016 8:23 AM

4 East End Surf Life Saving Club 3/10/2016 2:37 PM

5 Mount Maunganui Lifeguard Service 3/10/2016 6:37 AM

6 Mairangi Bay 3/9/2016 4:07 PM

7 Taylors Mistake 3/9/2016 1:44 PM

8 wainui 3/9/2016 1:34 PM

9 OBK 3/9/2016 11:51 AM

10 Piha 3/9/2016 9:59 AM

11 St clair 3/9/2016 9:43 AM

12 Orewa 3/9/2016 7:17 AM

13 St Clair 3/9/2016 7:14 AM

14 Waimarama 3/9/2016 5:26 AM

15 Whangamata 3/8/2016 7:37 PM

16 Red Beach 3/8/2016 6:22 PM

17 Omanu 3/8/2016 5:27 PM

18 Mairangi bay 3/8/2016 5:17 PM

19 Waikuku Beach 3/8/2016 4:46 PM

20 Muriwai 3/8/2016 4:35 PM

21 Red Beach 3/8/2016 3:39 PM

22 Orewa SLSC 3/8/2016 3:37 PM

23 Muriwai 3/8/2016 3:13 PM

24 Bethells 3/8/2016 3:12 PM
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95.65% 22

0.00% 0

4.35% 1

Q3 Did the team manager circular and
memos provide you with the information

you required?
Answered: 23 Skipped: 1

Total 23

# If no, what further information did you require? Date

1 Would be nice to have a managers meeting the day prior to the start of the event, ie, 6pm for a hour, so its not so
rushed. This will also provide time to pick up the managers pack & collect the wrist bands for athletes & managers.
From collection of bands the manager will have time that evening to name all the wrist bands for the athletes (the wrist
bands are an excellent idea & good to identify the athlete from a safety perspective) Well done! After our meeting on
the first day at Oceans everything was a big rush to get the bands on the children with names as they were also called
to marshaling & some of the important info from the meeting was not passed on to the children.

3/10/2016 8:02 PM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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100.00% 23

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q4 Was the level of communication prior to
the event adequate?

Answered: 23 Skipped: 1

Total 23

# If no, what additional information did you require Date

1 Please add to the managers circular about the wrist bands for athletes & managers. Also please add to the circular
that all boards need to be "club named" on the FRONT of all boards so all of this is done back in our provinces prior to
leaving.

3/10/2016 8:02 PM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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38.10% 8

52.38% 11

9.52% 2

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q5 What was your overall impression of the
standard of officiating at this event?

Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Total 21

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 There was a "range" of officiating: most were excellent & others just learning so this just takes time, experience &
guidance, (good to see new people keen to learn) Maybe a little more consistency in the flags arena, one arena DQ'd
any breaks & did a great job while the arena next door didn't call any, when they were obvious to all the spectators
that keep commenting on "fairness". So better consistency amongst all flag arenas.

3/10/2016 8:03 PM

2 Some starters need to understand how to read the surf when setting kids of into it. I bet if you asked the starters how
long between sets then they would not be able to tell you. This is not a speculating call as they never had watches on
so how could they tell how long it was?

3/10/2016 6:57 AM

3 Obviously with young guys helping out its not gonna be a1 but generally not too many problems 3/9/2016 1:46 PM

4 Officials on line doing results weren't online with finishing line so couldn't see properly. Sprint lasers weren't inline 3/9/2016 9:46 AM

5 Overall really good. However some of the technical races such as Tube rescue had real issues, due to multiple
interpretations of the rules around this event from the different regions. Especially B girls arena, as 2/3 heats were
done before running through official rules with all the kids then some rules where still over looked.

3/8/2016 6:28 PM

6 The commentators on main loudspeakers talked too much about nothing, and didn't give enough regular updates on
events marshalling.

3/8/2016 4:38 PM

Excellent

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Poor
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Answer Choices Responses

Excellent
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Q6 How would you rate the following
aspects of officiating at the event?

Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Event Referee
(Simone...

Event Referee
(Simone...

Deputy Event
Referee (Dav...
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Deputy Event
Referee (Dav...

Arena One
(Yellow/U14)...

Arena One
(Yellow/U14)...

Arena Two
(Orange/U13)...
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(Orange/U13)...

Arena Two
(Orange/U13)...

Arena Three
(Blue/U12)...

Arena Three
(Blue/U12)...
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Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor

Don't know/Not relevant

Arena Four
(Green/U11)...

Arena Four
(Green/U11)...

General
conduct of...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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 Excellent Above
Average

Average Below
Average

Poor Don't know/Not
relevant

Total

Event Referee (Simone Spencer) Communication

Event Referee (Simone Spencer) Conduct

Deputy Event Referee (Dave Shanks) Communication

Deputy Event Referee (Dave Shanks) Conduct

Arena One (Yellow/U14) Referee (Teneale Hatton)
Communication

Arena One (Yellow/U14) Referee (Teneale Hatton)
Conduct

Arena Two (Orange/U13) Referee (Richie Whinham)
Communication

Arena Two (Orange/U13) Referee (Richie Whinham)
Conduct

Arena Three (Blue/U12) Referee (Jess Limbrick)
Communication

Arena Three (Blue/U12) Referee (Jess Limbrick) Conduct

Arena Four (Green/U11) Referee (Jacob Davies)
Communication

Arena Four (Green/U11) Referee (Jacob Davies) Conduct

General conduct of officials
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100.00% 21

0.00% 0

Q7 If you had a one on one interaction with
an arena referee(s) were you satisfied with

the interaction? Please provide further
feedback on this interaction.

Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Total 21

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Accommodating when we needed to interchange some of our gear amongst our athletes (as we didn't have enough
gear), referee was patient & didn't make a fuss & our athletes didn't feel pressured.

3/10/2016 8:03 PM

2 I thought all of the officials were excellent, they represented SLS very well and kept things runninmg well 3/9/2016 4:13 PM

3 Easy to deal with, understood the rules well 3/9/2016 10:09 AM

Satisfied

Not satisfied

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Satisfied

Not satisfied
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100.00% 20

0.00% 0

Q8 If you had a one on one interaction with
the event referee or deputy event referee
were you satisfied with this interaction?

Please provide feedback on this interaction.
Answered: 20 Skipped: 4

Total 20

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Clear instructions at the morning briefs 3/9/2016 10:09 AM

Satisfied

Not satisfied

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Satisfied

Not satisfied
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71.43% 15

33.33% 7

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q9 Do you think that the officials displayed
an 'athlete focused' approach?

Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Total Respondents: 21  

# Please give examples Date

1 Yes, saw officials talking to & supporting athletes that didn't seem confident, giving advise & talking about the
conditions & safeties like the IRB's, also giving the athlete options. The officials seemed to have a calming effect on
the athlete compared to the coach / parents

3/10/2016 8:03 PM

2 The reason I said sometimes was I believe that in some cases they were thinking we need to get the event finished
rather than what was the best decision. I don't believe that people read the beach that well and just come in on the
day and do it.

3/10/2016 6:57 AM

3 I was a bit concerned about the length of time some athletes had to muster before an event and then sit for a very long
time to wait.

3/9/2016 4:13 PM

4 Beach flags u13. Two boys originally both put out for both tussling over a flag. Nathan decided that both were fighting
togeather running to the flag and kick both kids out. Both kids coaches saw it completely differently and sort Dave out
to reinstate. He did. All was ok in the end.

3/9/2016 1:46 PM

5 Helpful to athletes prior to starts 3/9/2016 10:09 AM

6 Athletes were given a clear instruction of what they should be doing in a race and were congratulated as they
performed despite ability.

3/9/2016 5:34 AM

Always

Sometimes

Not often

Never
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Answer Choices Responses
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Q10 Please take the time to make any other
comments about officiating:

Answered: 10 Skipped: 14

# Responses Date

1 Overall the officials were great but some get abit pushy to get out of marshaling tents even when giving medical help
to athletes

3/28/2016 9:08 AM

2 Amazing job by everyone, thank you. We all know how hard the running of an event like this is. All the officials did a
great job.

3/13/2016 8:29 AM

3 As a manager the arena marshals were excellent to deal with, got the right people doing the right job. A huge thank
you to them all, pretty massive job, very patient, accommodating but firm when needed. I can see why they get the
same job every year!! well done

3/10/2016 8:03 PM

4 I don't think the officiating was bad I just think the time to make decisions took to long. This resulted in long days 3/10/2016 6:57 AM

5 The quality of the officiating was very good and helped make the event excellent. 3/9/2016 4:13 PM

6 I feel it was good. I just wish it was easier as a coach to approach officials. As this was hard unless you were a
manager. Got around this as my dad is Dave Shanks

3/9/2016 7:19 AM

7 Big delays on Friday with regard to the U12 Diamond being moved so many times, the kids were a bit frazzled from
not knowing when to eat properly etc. Not sure the reason so might not be an official problem possibly event safety.

3/9/2016 5:34 AM

8 very good to work with 3/8/2016 4:48 PM

9 Tough, challenging job and all my interactions were positive and friendly. 3/8/2016 4:38 PM

10 my son was picked up by the irb trying to complete the run swim run. he was visibly upset and both officials that dealt
with him at the beach were as kind, considerate and awesome as you could possibly hope for. U13 RSR Arena 2 i
believe.

3/8/2016 3:18 PM
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40.00% 8

50.00% 10

10.00% 2

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q11 How would you rate the event
management during the event?

Answered: 20 Skipped: 4

Total 20

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Our family has been coming consecutively to oceans for 8 years now with 3 to go. Best ran event to date, finals day
allowed families to travel home earlier & safer. The earlier start on Thursday just gave so much more time. Great
management, great work.

3/10/2016 8:04 PM

2 They were hamstrung sometimes by the safety officer. 3/9/2016 1:51 PM

3 did not get texts all the time, missed some announcements did not seem to be arena wide. 3/9/2016 1:47 PM

4 The fridays order of events was taerrible. Along with moving people to leisure island and giving little time to organise
shelter from sun and appropriate facilities.

3/9/2016 7:23 AM

5 Friday was a problem with the U12 Diamond moved so many times. 3/9/2016 5:44 AM

6 Day 2 u13 events running close to 7pm let things down a bit. Make a very long day for everyone, but most of all
athletes.

3/8/2016 4:40 PM

Excellent

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Poor
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Answer Choices Responses

Excellent
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30.00% 6

55.00% 11

15.00% 3

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q12 How would you rate the event safety
management during the event?

Answered: 20 Skipped: 4

Total 20

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Excellent Job - absolutely what is needed 3/10/2016 8:04 PM

2 You need to have safety on when people are warming up rather than putting it back on the clubs. I seen people with
fins and tube looking after their club that I would question if they were even lifeguards. Also you need to set a time
when clubs can train on the Wednesday and provide safety. Our squad has done several preventive actions and
rescues over the years now and nothing changes from year to year. I would give all clubs the 2 safest arenas to train
in on the Wednesday and provide lifeguarding. I we were not there on the Wednesday there would have been a major
incident and possibly a drowning

3/10/2016 7:07 AM

3 I found these guys a bit officious and moving the barriers and moving the spectators a long way from the event - many
people could not see anything and the spectator viewing points were very disappointing

3/9/2016 4:18 PM

4 We will scare people away from the sport if you can't go for a swim or paddle without a lifegaurd maybe set an area
and lifegaurd it all day. Please.

3/9/2016 1:51 PM

5 Some teams abused the life guard access to much. 3/9/2016 1:47 PM

6 I feel the safety was good but atany times so ovrr the top. Moving to the end of the beach was mostly unnecessary as
the conditions were barely an improvement bit in moving we lost protection from sun

3/9/2016 7:23 AM

Excellent

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Poor
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Answer Choices Responses
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7 Constructive Observation. In the U12 RSR there was a hand up 3 times before the child eventually swam in on his
own. The IRB crew were on beach looking up the beach and talking during the race. I think it is important that 2 IRB's
should be on the water covering both sides of the arena at all times during the Race. In our junior carnivals we run 2
Irb's 2 lifeguards in the centre of the arena, 2 board paddlers and one guard at waters edge with a radio directing
IRB's. I understand it hard to get guards but maybe clubs should stump up more lifeguard support.

3/9/2016 5:44 AM

8 The initial decision to move to Grove Ave was not thought though well. Some of the clubs have vests that aren't hi
viz,the red vest are not high viz

3/8/2016 3:52 PM
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Q13 How would you rate the following
aspects of event and safety management

team at the event?
Answered: 20 Skipped: 4

Event Manager
(Scott...

Event Manager
(Scott...

Event Safety
Officer (Ros...
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Don't know/Not relevant

Event Safety
Officer (Ros...

General
conduct of...
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Average Below
Average

Poor Don't
know/Not
relevant

Total

Event Manager (Scott Bicknell) Communication

Event Manager (Scott Bicknell) Conduct

Event Safety Officer (Ross Merrett) Communication

Event Safety Officer (Ross Merrett) Conduct

General conduct of event management, event lifeguards, work party,
and other logistical volunteers
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# Please feel free to provide more detail: Date

1 We had a group of "Athlete's" training for "Open's" that may have got mistaken for under 14's. They were using boards,
in pink vests & in the correct areas to train, all current lifeguards. (no wrist bands) Wondering how to manage better so
there is no misunderstanding in future.

3/10/2016 8:04 PM

2 You need to involve local people that understand the beach to help with making safety decisions. This would save you
so much time and less chance of incidents

3/10/2016 7:07 AM

3 Perhaps look into the Australian Nationals rules on warm ups. In Australia the water arenas buoys are set up before
7am for example and athletes may not enter the water until this time. Most mornings at Oceans we could not warm
athletes up in the set board and swim arenas as the IRB was setting up the courses and as a result we then got
pushed down the beach and athletes ended up everywhere with board paddlers paddling past swimmers.

3/8/2016 5:49 PM
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80.00% 16

0.00% 0

20.00% 4

Q14 Did the first aid staff provide an
adequate service at Oceans'?

Answered: 20 Skipped: 4

Total 20

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 we had a althete that had a major asthma attack and she was well looked after 3/28/2016 9:12 AM

2 We were at Leisure Island with an injury & the first aid got there very quickly, really good to deal with too. Also great
idea having 2 first aid tents with staff available, good improvement from previous years where there was only one first
aid tent.

3/10/2016 8:04 PM

3 Never needed them. we used the qualified physio in the Dolphin tent. 3/10/2016 7:07 AM

4 The occasions I called for 1st aid 1 x for my athlete, 1 x for another clubs) the response was good and appropriate and
the amount of care the athletes received was excellent

3/9/2016 4:18 PM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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Answer Choices Responses

Yes
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5.26% 1

89.47% 17

5.26% 1

Q15 Was the introduction of On-Call
Lifeguard Ratio a barrier to your club's

participation at Oceans'?
Answered: 19 Skipped: 5

Total 19

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 The introduction of Lifeguard with tube & fins may have been misread & mixed up with "athletes missing at sea
lifeguards". We did read it the wrong way. Our "lifeguards" were also age group managers, so we didn't get to have
any warm up training for the water events during the day as these team managers were with the "other athletes" that
are still competing, so there was a shadow over that, especially for the smaller clubs like ours.

3/10/2016 8:04 PM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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90.00% 18

10.00% 2

0.00% 0

Q16 Did you feel that your athletes were
safe at Oceans'?

Answered: 20 Skipped: 4

Total 20

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Yes. The "shore dump" is a problem & it always will be at the mount. As most clubs in NZ do not have these conditions
I would like to see coaching from the Arena Referee/Managers regarding how to cope in these situations, safe ways of
entering & exisiting the break. Direct coaching of safeties to all the children that are in the marshal tent, by the arena
referee, we must look at prevention, then understanding which in turn will give the athlete more confidence rather than
doubt. Great to see when a water arena got to dangerous that the event was moved to another arena & another day.

3/10/2016 8:04 PM

2 Not always, there was some very dirty racing going on and some of our kids were being held under by other athletes
from other clubs. Who teaches these kids those things at this age??

3/10/2016 7:07 AM

3 We weren't entirely happy with the shore break (dump) 3/9/2016 10:23 AM

4 Yes, they were safe but borderline for the younger age races and think that U12 and U11 should have lifeguards in the
water with kids.

3/9/2016 5:44 AM

5 The only call that could have been made sooner was moving the U12 women's diamond heats further down the beach
as we had just watched the older girl athletes in that arena get smashed time and time again in the previous races.

3/8/2016 5:49 PM

Yes

No

Not relevant
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Q17 How would you rate the following
aspects of the event programme?

Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Number of days

Start time
each day

Finish time
each day

Scheduling of
races

Arena layout
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# Please add more detail with regard to programming: Date

1 having the u12's waiting till around 5pm for their first event was not ideal.Day 3 had to many events and Day 4 had to
few it has to be spread out more evenly.The grand cameron should have stayed as the last event it show cases the
event well

3/28/2016 10:20 AM

2 Poor decisions making with under 12 on day three Cameron should always be the last event. 3/16/2016 9:52 PM

3 To be allowed time to have a board warm up, even one hour between events. Have a separate warm up area, U11
with U12 & then 13's & 14's together.

3/10/2016 8:12 PM

4 I understand why but at least one later start in the week would be nice - it is a massive week for volunteers, athletes,
parents, officials etc. it is exhausting then going home that afternoon and starting Monday at work or school I thought
the scheduling was excellent, and let the athletes have a break before finals or their next race if they qualified. Last
year there were athletes going straight from a qualifying race straight into the next round with no rest whereas the
athletes from the earlier heats had a long time to rest.

3/9/2016 4:40 PM

5 Tube rescue and board rescue are carnival killers. They Take so dam long 3/9/2016 2:08 PM

6 There was a long delay after the U12 had finished their track races appx 2hrs before their next event 3/9/2016 10:30 AM

7 They need to think about the second day. Having kids sit around from 10 am till 3pm cause there were no races on
isnt really fair to them and could be easily fixed.

3/9/2016 7:32 AM

8 Just the issue with the U12 Diamond on friday being moved so much. Not sure the background so cant suggest much. 3/9/2016 5:57 AM

Excellent Appropriate but room for improvement Poor

Don't know/Not relevant

Management of
programme...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 Excellent Appropriate but room for improvement Poor Don't know/Not relevant Total

Number of days

Start time each day

Finish time each day

Scheduling of races

Arena layout

Management of programme changes
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9 Days were around 10 hours. For kids of this age it made it a really long day to be on the beach and trying to race
sometimes back to back. But with the number of kids entering that is understandable it is hard to get through all the
events with changing conditions.

3/8/2016 6:43 PM

10 Depending on race venue perhaps look at running craft events in the morning while wind is still down / also consider
when its high tide for the shore break as this proves to be challenging / a safety issue.

3/8/2016 5:57 PM

11 See earlier comment about day 2 running v late 3/8/2016 5:05 PM
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Q18 How would you rate the following
aspects of the event?

Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Venue

Beach Flags

Sprint track
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Commentary

Atmosphere

Parking

Trailer Parking
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Accessibility

Food and
Beverage...

Exhibitors
Space
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Toilets
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Trailer Parking

Accessibility

Food and Beverage choices

Exhibitors Space

Merchandise

Toilets
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90.48% 19

9.52% 2

Q19 Would you like to see Oceans'
16 return to Mount Maunganui in the future?

Please give reasons why.
Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Total 21

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 This was my 5th oceans as maranui's head oceans coach starting will a team of 5 and this year having a team of
44.The mount is the perfect location to show case the u14 movement, 1-perfect beach, its size to cater for all water
arenas and beach events 2-having pilot bay within walking distance if needed and shark alley as well 3-with the large
amount of accommodation and eateries so near the mount it caters for the masses.All our athletes are accompany
with parents and grandparents is some cases and they think the event and location is fantastic. 4-having the oceans in
one location(mount) makes the planning much easier than moving it around from year to year.If it was to move I think
the numbers would drop.

3/28/2016 10:20 AM

2 Excellent venue and accommodation choices and back up venue with pilot bay 3/16/2016 9:52 PM

3 I can't think of an Auckland beach that compares. Given the number of competitors from Auckland and Tauranga the
costs to teams to travel anywhere else will be a lot higher. I'm not sure a smaller town or city could provide the
accommodation or facilities either.

3/13/2016 8:42 AM

4 Yes, everything is readily on hand at the Mount. Accommodation & parking is plentiful & direct to the main beach, the
mount surf club has been so supportive over the years & provide in many ways to the event. Options of the main
beach, leisure island, shark ally, pilot bay, help with safety aspects. A majority of the bigger clubs are centered around
Tauranga area or only a few hours drive to the Mount, so more convenient for the "majority" of athletes. Easy travelling
access to Mount Maunganui, away from big cities with traffic issues, the mount has a low crime rate, safe for our
children & keeping our valuables safe too including club equipment. The public & locals are accepting of this event too
with council support. Logistically all processes are in place with NZ Surf Life Saving at this venue, any change will
mean so many more man hours, consents & headaches. Why change a good thing.........

3/10/2016 8:12 PM

5 Best venue for this event. Has everything the event needs for athletes and parents. Doesn't matter what happens surf
wise there is always a place to run the events so the kids get there nationals. These kids are our future lifeguards and
we should offer them surf to race in. You will not get this at Orewa. Accommodation is not far away and most people
can walk to the beach. Parents enjoy the walk up and around the Mount I think if you move from the Mount you will
devalue the event and people will not travel to the next venue. These are the words of others on the beach not only
mine. Will be interested to hear what other say on this question??

3/10/2016 7:19 AM

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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6 The location is sensational, the beach is an "all tide" beach in that if it is high tide you can still run the beach events, at
low tide there is no ridiculous wade - the bouys do not need to be altered too much for the change in tides. The
conditions are testing without being dangerous, if conditions deteriorate to a risk then there are easily accessible
options very nearby, Shark Alley or Pilot Bay. Accommodation is plentiful, retail food outlets etc. are plentiful, the road
behind the event is safe - I can not think of a more appropriate location for a surf event, anywhere. Tauranga has an
excellent airport that is not hindered by traffic issues so getting athletes from around the country is easy if they need to
fly.

3/9/2016 4:40 PM

7 It provided an excellent challenging environment. 3/9/2016 2:08 PM

8 No other beach has this ability to handle young athletes 3/9/2016 1:49 PM

9 With the way the beach has degraded the wave dump very badly on to the shore, could be moved to a more suitable
beach

3/9/2016 10:30 AM

10 Always has been there and is instantly recognizable on the surf calender. The mount is oceans 3/9/2016 9:49 AM

11 Mount maunganui is a great venue in that the facilities and accomadation are good. The sand is also good as tides
dont really need to be thought about. The shore break how ever completely ruins this beach for this age group and i
see mount as a better venue for seniors.

3/9/2016 7:32 AM

12 I cannot think of a location that is so well suited to the Oceans environment. It is central to most, gives kids a challenge
and there are always options to make sure the events run. The Mt handles the influx of people well as there must be
more than 2000 people needing accomodation for the event. The beach is large and helps with logistics of track set
up. This years set up was very well done by Mr Coates and worked extremely well. If the event is moved to a smaller
beach logistics will be stretched and I fear you would start to lose helpers that know what it is all about. The MT
attracts those helpers as they love the beach there too. At Waimarama we strongly feel it should stay at the mount.

3/9/2016 5:57 AM

13 I don't feel as there would be any other beach that would be able to host such a massive event due to the
infrastructure needs to support the number of participants. That also has a plan B such pilot bay if conditions get really
bad.

3/8/2016 6:43 PM

14 I believe Auckland would be to hard for accommodation + traffic. Majority of people would have to stay in the North
Shore and wake up at sparrows fart to get there. Plus getting home daily would be another issue. There are several
race options at the mount. EG Shark Alley , Pilot Bay. However I still believe there are safer / fairer beach to race at.
EG Midway , Ohope , Tay Street.

3/8/2016 5:57 PM

15 Great location, reliable weather and challenging conditions (in a good way). Good flight access via TGA, ROT and
Hamilton and Auckland. Great accommodation options to suit all budgets. Welcoming retailers and hospitality. 10/10
for location.

3/8/2016 5:05 PM

16 I like staying at the mount 3/8/2016 3:56 PM

17 close to all amenities, surf, out of auckland, good beach(shore break was tough on the kids but thats Surf) 3/8/2016 3:28 PM
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71.43% 15

23.81% 5

4.76% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q20 What was your overall impression of
the event?

Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Total 21

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Oceans 2015 better layout than 2016 with beach flags and splitting large and pop up tents. 3/16/2016 9:52 PM

2 Fantastic - professionally run event 3/10/2016 8:12 PM

3 Remember your brand is your athletes not sponsors. Would like to know what Blue Seventy put into the event?? 3/10/2016 7:19 AM

4 I like how early we finished on Sunday. 3/8/2016 5:57 PM

Excellent

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Poor
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Answer Choices Responses

Excellent

Above Average

Average
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Poor
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42.86% 9

57.14% 12

0.00% 0

Q21 If you have coached teams at previous
Oceans', how do you feel this event

compared?
Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Total 21

# Please provide any further comment here Date

1 Over & above previous years - some great improvements especially the early start Thursday & the early finish finals
day. Finals day was short, intense exciting races that just ran one after the other & ran so smoothly.

3/10/2016 8:12 PM

2 I feel that the quality of athletes ability overall was better this year and showed the sport is strong. 3/9/2016 5:57 AM

3 First year coaching at this event but overall I thought it went really well. 3/8/2016 6:43 PM

Better

On Par

Fell below
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Better
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23.81% 5

76.19% 16

Q22 Are there any events that you feel
should be added to the

Oceans' programme? If so, please give
reasons why.

Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Total 21

# Other (please specify) Date

1 My daughter U12 athlete would like to see a swim relay, just like board relay 3/10/2016 8:12 PM

2 Maybe 6'6 foamies ly down paddle board event. Great for kids paddleboard development . They can race hard on
craft they all can handle.

3/9/2016 2:08 PM

3 I feel surf teams would be a cool and easy addition to oceans. Also a 3 or 4 man cameron for smaller clubs to compete
in.

3/9/2016 7:32 AM

4 2 km Beach run 3/9/2016 7:18 AM

5 Opposite. Some could go. 3/8/2016 5:05 PM

Yes

No
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Answer Choices Responses
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No
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23.81% 5

76.19% 16

Q23 Are there any events that you feel
should be removed from the Oceans'

programme? If so, please give reasons why.
Answered: 21 Skipped: 3

Total 21

# Other (please specify) Date

1 2pm run 3/16/2016 9:52 PM

2 Tube. Board rescue. They take to ooooo long. 3/9/2016 2:08 PM

3 Surf race. I feel the Run Swim Run event is a more then adequate event. 3/8/2016 6:43 PM

4 Some of the mixed events feel like add-ons and don't allow all clubs to compete. 3/8/2016 5:05 PM

Yes

No
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Answer Choices Responses

Yes
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100.00% 15

93.33% 14

53.33% 8

Q24 If you could select three things that
would improve Oceans', what would they

be?
Answered: 15 Skipped: 9

# 1. Date

1 beach sprints track maybe move back to previous location 3/28/2016 10:20 AM

2 Bring the grand stands back for spectators 3/16/2016 9:52 PM

3 Finals as we go rather than on final day 3/13/2016 8:42 AM

4 Grand Cameron - first runner, to keep everything fair the athletes need to start in one big line so no team is
disadvantaged in any way. If this means the run will be slightly longer then so be it, the swim & board paddle race is
long so its not going to hurt the runner.

3/10/2016 8:12 PM

5 SAfety of the athlete on the wednesday before the event starts 3/10/2016 7:19 AM

6 Limit athlete numbers to tube rescue - it is a tedious event and weaker athletes struggle and delay proceedings 3/9/2016 4:40 PM

7 event entry shirts and bibs for the kids. 3/9/2016 2:08 PM

8 Flags back to being side by side 3/9/2016 1:49 PM

9 New venue 3/9/2016 10:30 AM

10 The speed at which courses are set up 3/9/2016 9:49 AM

11 A new venue where surf conditions are more predictable 3/9/2016 7:32 AM

12 Less waiting time for races. 3/9/2016 5:57 AM

13 The communication of changes / potential changes to areas to come either the night before or first thing in the
morning at managers meetings. So arrangements can be made quickly for any gear etc, for those large clubs with lots
of gear

3/8/2016 6:43 PM

14 More regular and repeated info about marshalling 3/8/2016 5:05 PM

15 more and better selection of merchandise perhaps 3/8/2016 3:28 PM

# 2. Date

1 beach flags move to previous location 3/28/2016 10:20 AM

2 More toilets more food and drinks 3/16/2016 9:52 PM

3 More surf lifesaving presence (shop, top senior competitors ) 3/13/2016 8:42 AM

4 Have a notice board near the medal dias that shows the "warm up arenas" each day, so can be sighted by athletes,
coaches & parents

3/10/2016 8:12 PM

5 Let everyone addvertise their prodact 3/10/2016 7:19 AM

6 Better spectator access to every arena 3/9/2016 4:40 PM

7 maybe the u11s age group are a little young. 3/9/2016 2:08 PM

8 Communication covering all arenas 3/9/2016 1:49 PM

9 Better interchange between events 3/9/2016 10:30 AM

10 Too long in Marshalling 3/9/2016 9:49 AM

Answer Choices Responses

1.

2.

3.
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11 The ability for kids to race up as long as they only do any given event in 1 age group 3/9/2016 7:32 AM

12 More "in water" event lifeguard help from clubs 3/9/2016 5:57 AM

13 An app with live updates and advance reminders about marshalling 3/8/2016 5:05 PM

14 sound quality needs work 3/8/2016 3:28 PM

# 3. Date

1 tent layout,by putting our large tent at the location set and popups at another location it split our club up which was not
ideal

3/28/2016 10:20 AM

2 Demonstration iron man race 3/16/2016 9:52 PM

3 More food option 3/13/2016 8:42 AM

4 Live results!! 3/10/2016 8:12 PM

5 Involve locals at that beach about safety and arena setup 3/10/2016 7:19 AM

6 Registration in a more accessible area for events 3/9/2016 1:49 PM

7 Ability for coaches to also talk to officials easily and attend managers meetings 3/9/2016 7:32 AM

8 more speakers out at the far edges of the tents 3/8/2016 3:28 PM
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Q25 Please take the time to provide any
further feedback on the event.

Answered: 7 Skipped: 17

# Responses Date

1 If this event is moved I think it would be disreputable for this great event that Oceans has become in providing great
competition to the u14 movement and the pathway to u16's and above

3/28/2016 10:20 AM

2 Great event run by great volunteers. 3/16/2016 9:52 PM

3 Mixed Beach Relay: to allow athletes to run up an age group but only allowed to race in ONE age group. This will
allow smaller clubs like ours that cannot field certain teams due to numbers to be able to participate, "giving a child the
opportunity rather than disadvantaging due to a demographic region". Please consider, we had many disappointed
children.....

3/10/2016 8:12 PM

4 Don't go to Orewa as this will sink the event 3/10/2016 7:19 AM

5 It's a bloody great event and it's always well run and is the pinnacle for a junior athlete. All of my athletes and parents
leave it feeling invigorated and excited about next year. It is a testing event both physically and mentally - I know the
athletes that can say "I did Oceans" are held in certain respect by the ones who did not attend. Keep up the great
work - I think the Mount is the ideal location, I love it.

3/9/2016 4:40 PM

6 Ask clubs to provide more IRB crews and boats so that helps with faster set ups and quicker changes to arenas etc. 3/9/2016 5:57 AM

7 Sometimes the sportsmanship can get lost in the competition. When I see young athletes cheering athletes (from
other clubs) that are coming it last, it truly moves me to tears of pride and joy. Something for us as coaches and
officials to keep in perspective. Thanks for the chance to comment.

3/8/2016 5:05 PM
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